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The Baima Mines 白馬厰 in Heqing 鹤庆县黄坪镇白马厂 

Nanny Kim, draft May 2018 

Records and questions 

The site appears in the records but has been considered comparatively insignificant.  

According to the gazetteer of 1895, the mines were located southeast of Heqing city and some 10 li 

west of Wuyitou 烏以頭. They were highly productive at some point in the Ming period, but had been 

long abandoned by the late Qing. In the early 1900s, Zhang Gengliu 張賡六, who originally came 

from Zhejiang province, had a dream and thereupon attempted to revive exploitation, but ran out of 

money without having reaped any benefits. (白馬厰 在治東南距烏以頭西十餘里，明時曾旺，後因

硐老停歇，讓朝光、宣間浙人張賡六繼昭感異夢招工開採，貲盡而罷，卒無所得。). It is 

mentioned as one of the cases in which the tax quota was not reduced or abolished even when the 

deposit was in fact exhausted.1 

The same source also lists five other, now unknown silver mines as “formerly exploited but now 

closed” (己開今停). Because the expression “very prosperous” (大興旺) is used in connection with 

the Baima Mines, the fieldwork trip aimed to find out mor on the scope of this site.  

Fieldwork by Nanny Kim 金兰中, Yang Yuda 杨煜达and Li Xuelong 李学龙,with Li 

Qiang 李强, our driver (born 1962, with 9 years experience in the mining industry), 2 

February 2018 

Supported by: Prof. Li Xuelong 李学龙 of the Institute for ethnic Studies, Dali University 

Main informant: Mr. Li of Shuizhai 

Li Xuelong, who is from Songgui in Heqing district, accompanied us again. We met up at our hotel at 

7:30 (he had already driven up from his home in Xiaguan) and left for Heqing at 8 am. The weather 

turned cold an overcast after the first, windy but dry days, with some light rain.  

Because of a detour to Duomei 朵美 on the Jinshajiang that helped with identifying Qing period 

copper and salpetre mines but took up much of the day, we ran late. We regained the high country of 

Songgui and Yixi 邑西 only in the afternoon, expecting the Baima mines to be located in Xiyi sub-

county. By ringing an acquaintance in Huangping 黄坪, however, Li Xuelong found out that they were 

in fact located in the northern tip of this sub-county, and that the nearest existing village was Shuizhai 

水寨. With directions on the only possible route via Beiya 北衙, we still took almost two hours to get 

to Shuizhai, on account of steep gradients, rain, and narrow roads damaged by heavy traffic of the 

Beiya Mines. 

Shuizhai is a village perched on a small triangular slope with a very low gradient that sits on top of a 

massive rock that protrudes out into northern end of the Huangping valley. We reached the village at 5 

pm and turned to the person closest at hand, a woman around 40 in her vegetable plot near the road. 

She knew about slags and workings and guided us up along the track. The driving track hugs the 

eastern slope above the little plateau. After less than 2 km we saw massive layers of slags in an eroded 

brook bank, and workings in a low cliff just above. She told us that there were even more slags just 

above the knob, which was the case. 

The valley fans out here before narrowing down sharply and is cultivated in dry field terraces. The 

fields right above the knob were covered in slags, further on there were slags to be seen in the soil and 

in terrace embankments to the upper end of the area and also down a fair way. There were bricks and 

                                                      
1 Heqing zhouzhi, 1895, juan 1 [no pagination], also in Heqing xianzhi, 194?, juan 1, 138-9 and 142. 
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tiles in the top middle fields. The slags ended towards the 

middle of the fan but extend right down the eastern corner. 

In the meantime, Yuda and Li Qiang had met Mr Li who 

knew the area well. Mr. Li took us to see a mine entrance at 

the upper end of the fields and two more a little way further 

up in the bushes of the limestone zone. The accessible one 

was at a visibly built path just above a cliff, with remains of 

walls that might indicate two very small buildings either 

side of the entrance. A little way down was another square 

structure about 70 cm across, which I think might have been 

a cooking hearth. The third mine entrance was at the foot of 

a small cliff below the built path. There had been trial 

exploitations recently, but they had led to nothing. The ore 

excavated from the old workings was deposited in sacks in 

an unused area in the fields (we met up there). 

Mr Li also pointed out that the grassy area at the entrance of 

the narrowing valley was called Changjie 厂街 (Mine 

market) and would have been the old center of the mine. 

Mr Li told us that his grandfather had move here and that 

most inhabitants of the village hailed from Sichuan and had come here only a few generations back. 

He later added that there was one family that had older ancestors buried here, but they were had 

moved away.  

Mr Li was certain that there had been no smelting or exploitation during the Great Leap. 

The small ledge on the eastern mountain slope above the driving track was called guanfang 官房 

(official’s house). 

We returned to the village at 6:30 and briefly stopped at some graves with tablets just above the 

village. There were several rows of graves, dating between QL 16 and DG, with one of the Republican 

period. The number is uncertain on account of thick brambles. I photographed some of the stele. Mr Li 

told us that the Wang’s buried here still have descendants. 

We returned to Dali, getting there at 9 pm. Li Xuelong, who had been a very interesting and 

knowledgeable travel 

companion left us at our 

hotel to drive his own car 

home to Xiaguan. 

Four photographed grave 

stele, dating to the turned 

out legible. They all 

belong to the Wang 

family, as Mr. Li had told 

us. A late grave 

inscription, dating to the 

ealr yRepublican period, 

stated that the founder of 

the Wang family had 

moved to Yingshuizhai 

盈水寨 in Heqing in the 

early Ming, founding and 

unspecified livelihood 
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here (緣我先祖於明之初年移居創業於鶴慶，盈水寨住居). This information would identify 

Yingshuizhai as the original name of the village and the beginnings of the mine to the early Ming. 
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Results 

Remains of the Baima Mines, especially of the slag area, are evidence of a far larger scale of 

exploitation that expected. The mine probably was highly productive in the first half of the Ming 

period, and may have become exhausted well before the end of the period. The grave stele reflects the 

existence of Shuizhai village by the early Ming, and hence dates exploitation to this period, or possibly 

reaching back earlier. Because the mine does not appear in the Qing tax records, the difficulties with 

the tax quota maintained even when the mines were no longer worked can be dated to the Ming 

period, suggesting that operations largely or entirely ceased before 1644.  

The remains of workings with visible paths and remains of walls probably date to the attempt at 

reopening exploitation in the 1910s. The site of the actual Ming workings is uncertain.  

The slags, however, almost certainly were mainly produced during the period of intensive exploitation.  

The fact that re-smelting only began recently suggests a low metal content and differentiates the slags 

of Baima from those of Beiya, the most important mines of the area and only about 10 km as the crow 

flies. 


